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Kid’s Club Fringed Quilt Supply list: 

12 fat quarters- we will be mixing and matching fabrics so keep that in mind as you choose.  Be daring, 

maybe some plaids or strips as well as plain and prints. 

1 2/3 yards of fabric for backing or you might want to choose 12 more fat quarters to use as backing. 

Thread to match or contrast your fabrics. 

1-Quilt batting at least 45x60” (will need this by session 2) 

Also if students could bring a covered box 14”Lx9”Wx6”H size is approximate, I call this a “sweater” box.  

This is just to keep their supplies in one place and not lose anything from class to class. 

Remember Quilter’s Quest does give a discount on fabric and supplies purchased for class. 

We will be cutting their fabric for this project, I will have gloves for them to wear on the hand they are 

not using to cut the fabric. 

Fabric can be washed or not washed, but if it is washed it should all be washed! 

 

If you are bringing your own machine, please make sure it is in good working order.  It should have a new 

sharp needle.  Make sure you know how to thread the machine and fill a bobbin.  Also for this project a 

walking foot will work the best.  It will also be helpful to come a bit early to set up your machine. 

Session 1: Students will cut their fat quarters into three sections and then will divide those sections into 

2 more parts.  They will lay them out in a pleasing fashion and sew them back together creating 12 large 

blocks. 

Session 2: This session students will make their “sandwiches” and will actually quilt their blocks.  We 

might add a few fun, extra pieces to the blocks. 

Session 3: We will finish up anything we haven’t quilted and finally sew our quilt together!  It should be 

an exciting class! 

 


